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Abstract

We report future projections of Surface Mass Balance (SMB) over the Greenland ice
sheet (GrIS) obtained with the regional climate model MAR, forced by the outputs of
three CMIP5 General Circulation Models (GCMs) when considering two different warm-
ing scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5). The GCMs selected in this study have been5

chosen according to their ability to simulate the current climate over Greenland. Our
results indicate that in a warmer climate (i) the mass gained due to increased precipi-
tation over GrIS does not compensate the mass lost through increased run-off; (ii) the
surface melt increases non-linearly with rising temperatures due to the positive feed-
back between surface albedo and melt, associated with the expansion of bare ice zones10

which, in addition, decreases the ice sheet refreezing capacity; (iii) most of the precipi-
tation is expected to fall as rainfall in summer, which further increases surface melt; (iv)
no considerable change is expected on the length of the melting season, since heavier
winter snowfall dampens the melt increase at the end of spring; (v) the increase of
meltwater run-off versus temperature anomalies is dependent of the GCM-forced MAR15

ability to simulate the current climate; (vi) the MAR-simulated SMB changes can be
approximated using the annual accumulated snowfall and summer 600 hPa tempera-
ture increase simulated by the forcing GCMs. In view of the large range in the CMIP5
future projections for the same future scenario, the GCM-based SMB approximations
allow us to estimate what future projections are most likely within the CMIP5 multi-20

model ensemble. In 2100, the ensemble mean projects a sea level rise, resulting from
a GrIS SMB decrease, estimated to be +4±2 cm and +9±4 cm for the RCP 4.5 and
RCP 8.5 scenarios, respectively. The GrIS SMB should remain positive with respect
to RCP 4.5 scenario and becomes negative around 2070 in the case of the RCP 8.5
scenario since a global warming > +3 ◦C is needed. However, these future projections25

do not consider the positive melt-elevation feedback because the ice sheet topography
is fixed through the whole simulation. In this regard, the MAR simulations suggest a cu-
mulative ice sheet thinning by 2100 of ∼ 100–200 m in the ablation zone. This highlights
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the importance of coupling climate models to an ice sheet model to consider the fu-
ture response of both surface processes and ice-dynamic changes, and their mutual
feedbacks to rising temperatures.

1 Introduction

The Surface Mass Balance (SMB) of the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) can be approxi-5

mated as the water mass gained by the winter snowfall accumulation minus the mass
lost by the meltwater run-off in summer. The mass gain from rainfall as well as the
mass loss from erosion from the net water fluxes (e.g., the sum of the evaporation,
sublimation, deposition and condensation) and from the wind (blowing snow) appear
to be negligible with respect to snowfall and water run-off (Box et al., 2004; Lenaerts10

et al., 2012).
A warmer climate will lead to an ice sheet surface thickening inland, due to increased

solid precipitation, and a thinning along the GrIS periphery, due to increased surface
melt. It is expected that the increase in meltwater run-off will only partly be compen-
sated by the increase in snowfall in winter (Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006; IPCC, 2007;15

Fettweis et al., 2008; van Angelen et al., 2012; Rae et al., 2012), a phenomenon that
has already been observed during last years of anomalously low SMB on the GrIS (van
den Broeke et al., 2009; Tedesco et al., 2011; Rignot et al., 2011).

Beside impacting surface processes, increasing surface temperatures can also im-
pact ice dynamics. Mass loss from ice calving is estimated to be of the same magnitude20

of the SMB, (Rignot et al., 2011), with recent mass loss being equally attributed to calv-
ing and SMB (van den Broeke et al., 2009). However, large uncertainties remain in the
response of the GrIS dynamics to a surface melt increase (Zwally et al., 2002; Nick
et al., 2009; Sundal et al., 2011) and, as currently observed (Rignot et al., 2011), the
mass loss coming from an acceleration of the Greenland glacier flow in future should25

be less dominant compared with the SMB decrease at the time scale of this century.
That is why, as a first step before evaluating the climate change impacts on the total
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ice sheet mass balance, we need to better quantify the projected GrIS SMB changes
and more precisely the surface melt increase, which is the aim of this study.

Besides directly contributing to sea level rise, an increasing freshwater flux to the
ocean from accelerated melting of the GrIS might affect the thermohaline circulation
in the North Atlantic (Swingedouw et al., 2009). The contribution of the GrIS SMB5

decrease to the sea level rise from 2000 is currently evaluated to be 0–15 cm by 2100
(Gregory and Huybrechts, 2006; IPCC, 2007; Fettweis et al., 2008; Mernild et al., 2010;
Vizcaino et al., 2010; Bengtsson et al., 2011; Franco et al., 2011). However, despite the
GrIS melt importance for the global climate, large uncertainties remain in these esti-
mations. One of the reasons for this is the fact that most of the current studies are10

based on the outputs of atmosphere-ocean General Circulation Models (GCMs), pro-
duced at a coarse horizontal spatial resolution (300 km). This limits their capabilities
to capture SMB changes on the narrow ablation zone of the GrIS. Moreover, for re-
ducing the computational load, the GCMs usually lack a realistic representation of the
snow/firn/ice physics.15

Regional atmospheric climate models (RCMs) are the ideal tools to understand
the current Greenland ice sheet climate and to quantify its future change. The re-
gional climate model MAR (for Modèle Atmosphérique Régional), fully coupled with
a snow model and extensively validated to simulate the SMB of the Greenland ice
sheet (Lefebre et al., 2003, 2005; Fettweis, 2007; Fettweis et al., 2005, 2011b; Franco20

et al., 2012a), has been developed to study the Greenland climate and run at relatively
high spatial resolution (25 km). Most of the works published in the literature concerning
future projections of SMB over Greenland at high spatial resolution were carried out
with models that do not account for the atmosphere-snow feedbacks occurring above
the melt area, such as the positive feedback between surface albedo and melt (Mernild25

et al., 2008, 2010; Rae et al., 2012). These aspects are accounted for in the MAR
model, which is here forced with outputs from several GCMs considering two scenar-
ios of greenhouse gas emissions made for the next IPCC assessment report (AR5).
This work fits into the ICE2SEA project (http://www.ice2sea.eu) of the 7th Framework
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Program (FP7), which aims to improve the projections of the land ice melt contribution
to future sea level rise.

After a brief description of the MAR model in Sect. 2, Sect. 3 reports the results of the
comparison of the MAR outputs obtained with ERA-INTERIM reanalysis forcing data
over the period 1980–2011 with those obtained from MAR when forced by the selected5

GCMs for the overlapping period. In Sect. 4, we analyse future SMB projections, and in
Sect. 5, we study the sensitivity of the SMB components to a fixed temperature anomaly
independently of the forcing GCM and scenario used. Finally, future projections of GrIS
SMB decrease based on 30 GCMs from the CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project Phase 5) database are presented in Sect. 6.10

2 Data

2.1 The MAR model

The model used here is the regional climate model MAR coupled to the 1-D Sur-
face Vegetation Atmosphere Transfer scheme SISVAT (Soil Ice Snow Vegetation At-
mosphere Transfer) (Gallée and Schayes, 1994). The snow-ice part of SISVAT, based15

on the CEN (Centre d’Etudes de la Neige) snow model called CROCUS (Brun et al.,
1992), is a one-dimensional multi-layered energy balance model that determines the
exchanges between the sea ice, the ice sheet surface, the snow-covered tundra, and
the atmosphere. It consists in a thermodynamic module, a water balance module tak-
ing into account the meltwater refreezing, a turbulence module, a snow metamorphism20

module, a snow/ice discretization module, and an integrated surface albedo module
(Gallée et al., 2001). The blowing snow model, currently under development, is not
used here. Since SISVAT is not coupled with an ice dynamics model, the same ice
sheet mask and topography are used for simulating both current and future climates.
This means that we do not take into account in our SMB projections the elevation feed-25

backs due to changes of the GrIS topography and mask.
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The MAR physical parameterisations used here are the ones from Fettweis et al.
(2011b), which are calibrated to agree with the satellite derived melt extent over 1979–
2009. This version is called MARv1 hereafter and its ability to simulate current SMB
of the GrIS has been shown in Rae et al. (2012). Since Fettweis et al. (2011b), a new
tundra/ice mask based on the Greenland land surface classification mask from Jason5

Box (http://bprc.osu.edu/wiki/Jason_Box_Datasets) is prescribed in MAR. Moreover,
the smoothing of the Bamber et al. (2001) based topography has been reduced by
a factor two for improving the representation of the GrIS in the MAR model. The MAR
version using these new setups is called MARv2 hereafter although the physics are un-
changed compared to MARv1. Apart from these differences in the prescribed ice sheet10

mask and topography, both MAR versions use the same setup described in Fettweis
et al. (2005) and are run at a spatial resolution of 25 km. By testing MAR at different
spatial resolutions (from 15 to 50 km) for the period 1990–2010, Franco et al. (2012a)
have shown that the spatial resolution does not impact the inter-annual variability of
the SMB components, when they are integrated over the whole ice sheet. We can15

then assume that the SMB changes projected by MAR are independent of the spatial
resolution used in MAR.

Due to the extension of the ice sheet mask in MARv2, the SMB components inte-
grated over the whole ice sheet are generally 6 % larger in MARv2 than in MARv1, but
the related inter-annual variability compares very well between ERA-40 forced MARv120

and MARv2, with correlation coefficients higher than 0.99 for the period 1980–1999
(see Fig. S1 in the Supplement). This suggests that the projected SMB anomalies are
not sensitive to the ice sheet mask used in MAR. However, the MARv1-based future
projections (already shown in Rae et al., 2012) are only given here by way of compari-
son but not used in our estimations of future sea level rise.25

2.2 Simulations

To study the current climate, the ERA-40 reanalysis (1958–1978) and the ERA-
INTERIM reanalysis (1979–2011) from the European Centre for Medium Range
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Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are used to initialize the meteorological fields at the be-
ginning of the MAR simulation in September 1957 and to force MAR every 6 h at its
lateral boundaries. The Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and the Sea-Ice Cover (SIC)
are also prescribed by the ECMWF reanalysis.

Due to a lack of SMB observations at the scale of the whole ice sheet, the ERA-5

INTERIM forced MAR (referenced as MARv2ERA−INTERIM hereafter) simulation is used
as the reference run in this manuscript, knowing that the SMB (Tedesco et al., 2011;
Franco et al., 2012a), the (near-)surface temperature (Lefebre et al., 2005; Fettweis
et al., 2011b; Tedesco et al., 2012; Box et al., 2012), the downward shortwave radia-
tion (Box et al., 2012), the melt extent (Fettweis et al., 2006, 2011b) and the albedo10

(Lefebre et al., 2003; Fettweis et al., 2005) simulated by MAR have been successfully
evaluated against in situ weather station data and satellite-derived data sets. In addi-
tion, according to Rae et al. (2012), MAR is among the best-performing RCMs, together
with RACMO2 (van Angelen et al., 2012; Lenaerts et al., 2012). Some comparisons
with RACMO2-based future projections will also be performed here for showing that15

some trends in our future projections are independent of the used RCM. As shown in
Fig. S1 and Table S1 in the Supplement, MARv2 and RACMO2 forced by the ECMWF
reanalyses compare well while they use different ice sheet masks and RACMO2 is run
at a resolution of 11 km.

For computing future projections, we force MAR with 6 hly outputs (temperature,20

wind, humidity and surface pressure) from four GCMs (BCC-CSM1-1, CanESM2,
NorESM1-M and MIROC5) of the CMIP5 database and from two GCMs (ECHAM5 and
HadCM3) used by the FP7 ICE2SEA project (see Table 1). The version of ECHAM5
and HadCM3 is intermediate between the one used in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 data
bases (Rae et al., 2012). As for the ECMWF-forced simulations, daily SST and SIC25

from GCMs are used to force the ocean surface conditions in SISVAT.
The two scenarios of future greenhouse gas (GHG) concentration increase used in

this study, called RCP for Representative Concentration Pathways (Moss et al., 2010),
are
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– RCP 4.5: mid-range scenario corresponding to a linear increase of radiative forc-
ing towards +4.5wm−2 towards 2080, and stabilizing afterwards. This scenario
corresponds to an increase of the atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration
during the 21st century to a level of ∼ 650 CO2 equivalent p.p.m. by 2100.

– RCP 8.5: pessimistic scenario corresponding to a radiative forcing of >5

+8.5 wm−2 in 2100. This scenario corresponds to an increase of the atmospheric
GHG concentration during the 21st century to a level of > 1370 CO2 equivalent
p.p.m. by 2100.

As a comparison and for reader’s convenience, results of RCP 6.0 (∼ 850 CO2 equiva-
lent p.p.m. by 2100) and SRES A1B (∼ 860 CO2 equivalent p.p.m. by 2100) scenarios10

are also reported (see Table 1).

3 Evaluation over current climate

The aim of this section is to evaluate the ability of MAR forced by the different GCMs
to simulate the present-day climate and SMB (1980–1999) over Greenland, in com-
parison to MARv2ERA−INTERIM. Only the period 1980–1999 covered by ERA-INTERIM15

and used by the IPCC (2007) as the reference period over current climate is inves-
tigated here. However, knowing that the 1960’s and 1970’s are comparable to 1980–
1999, a comparison over a longer period (e.g. 1970–1999) with MARv2ERA−40 does
not impact the comparison, as shown in Figs. S1 and S2 in the Supplement. Finally, no
comparison is made over the 2000’s covered also by ERA-INTERIM because the last20

decade was considerably warmer than the previous ones.
A good representation of the current climate is a necessary but not the only condition

to realistically simulate future climate changes. Indeed, a model that fails to reproduce
the current climate generates projections that lack in reliability and validity since the
response of the climate to a warming is not linear. That is particularly true for ice sheets,25

which are conditioned by the altitude of the 0 ◦C isotherm. As we will see later, the
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response of the surface melt to an increase of 3 ◦C will be different if MAR is too cold
or too warm over current climate due to the well-known positive albedo feedbacks
enhancing the melt when the melting point is reached.

Discrepancies over current climate (1980–1999) in the GCMs-forced MAR simula-
tions with respect to MARv2ERA−INTERIM are obviously due to biases of the GCMs at5

the MAR boundaries with respect to the ERA-INTERIM. Indeed, while the surface con-
ditions (except the SST and SIC which are used as forcing) simulated by the forcing
GCM do not considerably impact the results of the RCM, the general atmospheric cir-
culation in the RCM is fully induced by the GCM-based boundaries forcing. Therefore,
GCM biases of temperature, humidity and wind in the free atmosphere impact the RCM10

results within its integration domain.
With the aim to use them as forcing of a RCM, the fields from the GCMs evaluated

here are:

– The June-July-August (JJA) mean temperature at 700 hPa. A GCM temperature
bias in the free atmosphere is propagated through the RCM boundaries, which in-15

duces a similar temperature bias in the RCM. As shown by Fettweis et al. (2012),
temporal variability of surface melt in MAR is highly correlated (with a correla-
tion coefficient of ∼ 0.95 over 1958–2011) with both JJA temperatures at 700 hPa
(T700) and 600 hPa (T600).

– The annual mean wind speed at 500 hPa. Most of the humidity is advected into20

the RCM domain at the southern boundary, which is located in the major North-
Atlantic storm track. The wind speed at the RCM boundaries impacts the moisture
advection into the integration domain and hence the precipitation amount simu-
lated by the regional model. It also impacts the advection of warm air masses in
summer (Fettweis et al., 2011a).25

– The annual mean wind direction at 500 hPa that can be gauged by the isohypses
of the geopotential height at 500 hPa. This last one reflects the main general
circulation pattern i.e. an eastward general circulation from the North American
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continent, deflecting to the northwest over Baffin Bay before reaching the west-
ern coast of Greenland, and generating a north-eastward circulation over Central
Greenland. In Southern Greenland, the regional circulation is more influenced by
northward circulation patterns. Biases at the RCM boundaries in the direction of
the main flows impact the precipitation pattern.5

The evaluation of the variables listed above is enough to explain most of the differ-
ences between MAR forced by the GCMs and MARv2ERA−INTERIM. Biases in SST and
SIC have indeed less impact on the MAR results (Hanna et al., 2009) and the spe-
cific humidity from GCMs compare generally well with the one from ERA-INTERIM (not
shown here).10

The CMIP5 GCMs used here (CanESM2, MIROC5 and NorESM1-M) have been se-
lected among the most suitable GCMs from the CMIP5 database (with 6 hly outputs
available at the model levels). They have also been selected by Belleflamme et al.
(2012) for their ability to simulate the general circulation over Greenland at a daily time
scale. Two RCM simulations using BCC-CSM1-1 and HadGEM2-ES as forcing are also15

shown to illustrate the impact of GCM-based temperature biases over current summer
season on the simulation of the current SMB and its future projections by the RCMs.
Indeed, while the HadGEM2-ES based general circulation compare very well with the
reanalyses-based one (Belleflamme et al., 2012), its atmosphere is 1–2 ◦C too warm
in summer while BCC-CSM1-1 is 2–3 ◦C too cold in summer. Finally, comparison with20

the ERA-40 reanalysis and the Reanalysis 1 of the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is also
performed to evaluate the uncertainties within the reanalyses over Greenland, com-
pared to the GCMs anomalies with respect to ERA-INTERIM.
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3.1 Average annual rates and spatial variability of SMB components over
1980–1999

Table 2 lists the annual mean SMB components integrated over the whole ice sheet
for the different simulations under current climate conditions (1980–1999). Figure 1
shows where SMB anomalies occur with respect to the MARv2ERA−INTERIM and Fig. 25

illustrates the differences among the different forcing models. Figures similar to Fig. 2
but for the 30 CMIP5 GCMs used in Section 6 are shown in the Supplement (see
Fig. S3a, b).

With respect to the MARv2ERA−INTERIM simulation over 1980–1999, results show that:

– MARv2/MARv1ERA−40 simulate less run-off and more precipitation because the10

ERA-40 atmosphere is a bit colder and drier than ERA-INTERIM. Part of these
differences can be attributed to an improvement of the representation of the GrIS
climate in ERA-INTERIM compared to ERA-40 (Dee et al., 2011; Screen and Sim-
monds, 2011). Moreover, these discrepancies (lower than the MARv2ERA−INTERIM
inter-annual variability) give an estimation of the uncertainties made over current15

climate when MAR is forced by reanalyses.

– MARv2BCC−CSM1−1 underestimates the snowfall along South-East Greenland be-
cause BCC-CSM1-1 underestimates the strength and the meridional component
of the north-easterly flow that is characteristic to this area. Since the BCC-CSM1-
1 atmosphere is statistically significantly colder (2–3 ◦C) than ERA-INTERIM in20

summer, MARv2BCC−CSM1−1 underestimates the water run-off.

– MARv2CanESM2 underestimates the SMB in the north-west of the Greenland ice
sheet and overestimates it in the south and along the north-eastern coast. The
SMB negative anomalies in the north-west are due to a combination of neg-
ative snowfall anomalies and positive water run-off anomalies induced by bi-25

ases in summer temperature and winter accumulation as explained by Fettweis
et al. (2011c). Indeed, beside directly impacting the mass gained, a lower winter
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accumulation is also responsible for a thinner snowpack above bare ice in the
ablation zone, which induces premature bare ice exposure in summer, reducing
the surface albedo and enhancing the surface melt (Mote, 2003; Tedesco et al.,
2011). This snowfall negative anomaly is due to an underestimation by CanESM2
of the south-western flow, common in this area, impacting the amount of moisture5

that is advected to this area, while in the south of the ice sheet, the zonal flow
is conversely overestimated by CanESM2 enhancing the precipitation amount
in MAR. Finally, the pattern of MARv2CanESM2 melt anomalies reflects the pat-
tern of the CanESM2 JJA temperature biases at 700 hPa obtained in the case of
ERA-INTERIM. At the scale of the whole ice sheet, these biases of opposite sign10

are compensated and MARv2CanESM2 simulates annual SMB rate very close to
MARv2ERA−INTERIM.

– MARv1ECHAM5 and MARv1HadCM3 considerably underestimate the snowfall
(mainly in the south) and overestimate the water run-off (mainly along the west-
ern and northern coast) because both forcing GCMs are too warm in summer15

(mainly HadCM3) and underestimate the strength of the large-scale atmospheric
circulation (mainly ECHAM5) gauged here by the wind speed at 500 hPa. Similar
to MARv2CanESM2 in the north-west of the ice sheet, the accumulation underes-
timation induces a melt overestimation. Such biases impact the Equilibrium Line
Altitude (ELA) that shifted 25–50 km towards the interior of the ice sheet with re-20

spect to MARv2ERA−INTERIM. This explains why the SMB biases are the highest
along the current ELA (plotted in red in Fig. 1).

– MARv2MIROC5 best reproduces the spatial variability of SMB from
MARv2ERA−INTERIM with biases similar to the discrepancies between
MARv2ERA−40 and MARv2ERA−INTERIM. The highest biases occur in South-25

ern Greenland where the MIROC5 atmosphere is 1 ◦C too cold in summer, which
weakens the run-off in MARv2.
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– MARv2NorESM1−M underestimates the run-off because NorESM1-M is 0–1 ◦C
too cold in summer. The general circulation flow from NorESM1-M is gener-
ally too zonal in Southern Greenland (as BCC-CSM1-1), which explains why
MARv2NorESM1−M overestimates the snowfall along the western coast and under-
estimates it along the eastern coast. At the scale of the whole ice sheet, the melt5

and snowfall biases add up and explain why MARv2NorESM1−M overestimates the
average annual SMB rate by 100 GT yr−1.

Finally, by comparing the outputs of MAR with those from RACMO2, both driven by
ERA-INTERIM, we conclude that the inter-annual variability of SMB is higher than the
mean differences between the two RCMs. Integrated over the whole ice sheet, the SMB10

rates from RACMO2ERA−40 and MARv2ERA−INTERIM compare well over 1980–1999 (see
Table 2 and Table S1 in the Supplement). In addition to the fact that RACMO2 is run at
a spatial resolution of 11 km on a different ice sheet mask than MAR, differences in the
physical schemes used in these two RCMs (Fettweis et al., 2011a) explain the small
discrepancies between RACMO2 and MARv2 forced by ERA-INTERIM.15

As HadGEM2-ES is one of the best CMIP5 GCM reproducing the general circulation
from ERA-INTERIM but its atmosphere is too warm in summer, RACMO2HadGEM2−ES
simulates successfully the precipitation amount but overestimates the melt by a factor
of two with respect to both RACMO2ERA−40 and MARv2ERA−INTERIM. A more detailed
evaluation of RACMO2HadGEM2−ES by comparison to RACMO2ERA−INTERIM is given in20

van Angelen et al. (2012).

3.2 Seasonal variability over 1980–1999

The simulations that best simulate the seasonality (i.e. an amplitude of ∼ 25 ◦C be-
tween summer and winter) of the near-surface temperature (TAS) are MARv1ECHAM5,
MARv2MIROC5 and MARv2NorESM1−M with respect to MARv2ERA−INTERIM (see Fig. 3a).25

The MARv2CanESM2 simulation is too cold in winter while MARv1HadCM3 is too warm in
summer and MARv2BCC−CSM1−1 is too cold through the whole year. Finally, it should
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be noted that MARv2ERA−40 is 0.25–0.5 ◦C too cold every month with respect to
MARv2ERA−INTERIM, which gives an idea of the uncertainties in the reanalyses-forced
MAR simulations.

On average, the MAR simulations that are too warm (resp. cold) in summer overes-
timate (resp. underestimate) the run-off (see Fig. 3b). However, MARv1ECHAM5 overes-5

timates the run-off while the TAS anomalies are lower than +0.5 ◦C in summer. This
is due to a relatively longer exposure of bare ice areas in summer resulting from the
underestimation of snowfall (see Fig. 3c).

The MARv2MIROC5 best simulates the seasonality of snowfall with a maximum in fall
and a minimum in summer (only the anomalies are shown in Fig. 3c). The underestima-10

tion of snowfall by MARv2BCC−CSM1−1 results from the underestimation of the general
circulation dynamic by BCC-CSM1-1 and from the too low temperatures in winter, that
prevents heavy precipitation events.

3.3 Inter-annual variability over 1980–2011

As shown by Fettweis et al. (2012), the JJA temperature at 600 hPa (T600) taken over15

an area covering Greenland (70◦ W≤ longitude≤20◦ W and 60◦ N≤ latitude≤85◦ N)
can be used as a proxy of the surface melt variability simulated by MAR over cur-
rent climate. The correlation of the MAR-based surface melt with the forcing-based
TAS taken over the ice sheet is lower than T600 and the atmospheric temperatures
taken at vertical levels (eg. 700 hPa) lower than 600 hPa are truncated by the ice sheet20

topography in most of the CMIP5 models. This explains why JJA T600 simulated by
the forcing GCMs is plotted in Fig. 4.

From the 1960’s to nearly the end of the 1990’s, JJA T600 (and then the surface
melt) was relatively stable over Greenland (Fettweis et al., 2012). Since summer 1998,
ERA-INTERIM simulates a sharp increase of T600 and then a similar increase of the25

surface melt is simulated in both MARv2ERA−INTERIM and RACMO2ERA−INTERIM (see
Fig. 5e). This warming is a combination of the Arctic amplified global warming (Serreze
et al., 2009) and changes in the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) impacting the general
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circulation over Greenland (Fettweis et al., 2011a, 2012; Box et al., 2012; Hanna et al.,
2012). Indeed, anticyclones have become more frequent over Greenland in both sum-
mer and winter. The changes in atmospheric circulation have a double impact on the
SMB: (i) an increase of surface melt enhanced by more frequent warm air masses
advection along the western coast of Greenland by the anticyclones centred over the5

ice sheet (gauged by negative NAO indexes as shown in Fig. 4d); (ii) a decrease of
precipitation since the atmosphere is more stable in anticyclonic conditions (see Fig.
5c). Therefore, we observe in both model outputs and satellite data a substantial de-
crease of GrIS SMB since the end of the 1990’s (Rignot et al., 2011). However, a part
of this current surface mass loss is due to the North Atlantic Oscillation variability (see10

Fig. 4d) and cannot be considered as a long term climate change. This explains why
all GCM forced simulations fail to reproduce such a decrease of SMB (see Fig. 5a, b)
knowing that no CMIP5 GCM projects statistically significant NAO (and then general
circulation) changes in future over Greenland (Fig. 4d). We refer to Belleflamme et al.
(2012) for more details about this.15

Let us start by the analysis of the JJA T600 variability driving the surface melt vari-
ability in MAR. Figure 4a, b shows that MIROC5, NorESM1-M and BCC-CSM1-1 have
a sensitivity to a GHG increase near the CMIP5 30 GCMs based ensemble mean while
CanESM2 and HadGEM2-ES are among the most sensitive GCMs. Nevertheless, only
CanESM2 (RCP85) and HadGEM2-ES (RCP45) simulate a warming with an ampli-20

tude comparable to ERA-INTERIM over the period 1980–2011, although this warming
starts too early in the GCMs. The other GCMs, including the CMIP5 ensemble mean,
underestimate this warming by a factor of two, which impacts the RCMs results. In-
deed, only MARv2CanESM2 and RACMO2HadGEM2−ES simulate a melt increase over the
1980–2011 period, in agreement with MARv2ERA−INTERIM, while the other simulations25

underestimate the acceleration of melt (see Fig. 5e).
We can also see in Fig. 5 that

– MARv2CanESM2 is the best simulation for representing the current SMB decrease.
However, while it simulates well the current run-off increase, it does not simulate
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a snowfall decrease in the 2000’s, as simulated by MARv2 and RACMO2 forced by
ERA-INTERIM. With the RCP85, there is even a snowfall increase. This explains
why MARv2CanESM2 underestimates the SMB decrease after 2005. It should also
be noted that the MARv2CanESM2-based SMB outputs compare very well in abso-
lute values with the MARv2ERA−INTERIM-based ones (Fig. 5a) over 1980–2004.5

– MARv1ECHAM5 and MARv1HadCM3 underestimate the SMB through the whole ob-
served period, as well as the current SMB decrease.

– MARv2MIROC5 and MARv2NorESM1−M considerably overestimate the SMB after
2000 because they underestimate the current melt positive trend and do not sim-
ulate significant changes in snowfall in view of their inter-annual variability over10

1980–1999.

– RACMO2HadGEM2−ES works very well over 2000’s by simulating the melt increase,
the snowfall decrease and the RACMO2ERA−INTERIM based SMB in absolute value.
But, over the period 1980–1999, it simulates a significant snowfall increase and
underestimates the SMB by a factor of two.15

3.4 Conclusions on the evaluation

As mentioned by Franco et al. (2011) and by Belleflamme et al. (2012), no GCM is
able to satisfactorily reproduce all behaviours of the current climate over GrIS and
consequently, no GCM-forced RCM simulation can be selected as the best for mak-
ing future projections. Indeed, MARv2BCC−CSM1−1 is too cold. While MARv2CanESM220

well reproduces the total ice sheet SMB and its inter-annual variability over the pe-
riod 1980–2011, it underestimates the SMB at the north of the ice sheet and over-
estimates it at the south. The MARv1 simulations performed for the ICE2SEA project
are impacted by several statistically significant biases and are hence likely less reli-
able. The MIROC5 and to a lesser extent NorESM1-M forced simulations reproduce25

well the SMB behaviour over the 1980–1999 period but they fail to simulate the SMB
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decrease observed in the 2000’s. Finally, RACMO2HadGEM2−ES compares very well with
the ERA-INTERIM forced simulations over 2000–2011 but fails to reproduce the 1980–
1999 SMB behaviours.

Since the 2000’s SMB decrease might be connected to the general circulation natural
variability (not simulated by the GCMs) rather than to a long term change (see Fig. 4d),5

it is better to evaluate the performance of the RCM simulations over 1980–1999. In
this case, MARv2CanESM2, MARv2MIROC5 and MARv2NorESM1−M are the best performers
since most of the biases are statistically insignificant over the 1980–1999 period with
respect to the MARv2ERA−INTERIM inter-annual variability. The remaining simulations
are used to see the impact of biases made over current climate (1980–1999) to their10

future projections with respect to the three previously cited reference simulations.

4 Future projections

4.1 Trends of the SMB components

Figure 5 and Table 3 indicate that the projected response of the GrIS SMB to the
global warming is highly dependent on the GCM and scenario used for forcing MAR.15

Indeed, while all simulations agree in projecting an increase of snowfall and rainfall
between +25 and +150 GT yr−1 by 2100, the modelled changes in the water run-
off vary between +200 and +1600 GT yr−1 by 2100, with respect to the 1980–1999
mean. For the same RCP scenario, there is up to a factor of two between the melt
increase simulated by MARv2CanESM2 and that simulated by MARv2NorESM1−M. This20

is mostly due to the fact that there are several degrees of difference between the
JJA T600 warming projected by CanESM2 and by NorESM1-M (see Fig. 4). More-
over, it should be noted that RACMO2HadGEM2−ES (RCP45) projects SMB decrease by
2100 close to MARv2NorESM1−M (RCP85) although there is a factor of two between
the CO2 concentrations by 2100 between both simulations and that future projections25

for ICE2SEA project using SRES A1B scenario (equivalent to the RCP60 scenario) are
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rather situated in the lower-range future projections for the RCP85 scenario. This is due
to the GCMs sensitivity to a GHG concentration increase and to a melt overestimation
over current climate, which amplifies the melt acceleration in future as discussed in
Sect. 5.

At this stage, we can conclude that, for all models and all scenarios presented here,5

the mass gain due to increased snowfall is unable to compensate for the mass losses
due to the increased run-off. This implies that the GrIS is projected to considerably lose
mass from its surface and to contribute to the sea level rise (Fig. 5f), independently of
the impact of increased run-off changes in the ice dynamics.

The absolute values of SMB (Fig. 5a) cannot be used to estimate when the SMB10

could become negative because, for the simulations underestimating the current SMB
(e.g. RACMO2HadGEM2−ES, MARv1HadCM3), a negative SMB will occur earlier. But, if we
use a SMB anomaly lower than −400 GT yr−1 as threshold for overcoming the biases
made over current climate (Fig. 5b), the most pessimistic simulations do not project
a negative 10-yr averaged SMB before the 2060’s.15

4.2 Spatial changes

All the simulations project a SMB increase of ∼ 100–200 mmWEyr−1 in the current
accumulation zone and a significant SMB decrease of ∼ 1000–3000 mmWEyr−1 in the
current ablation zone (see Fig. 6) for the period 2080–2099. The thinning rate of the
ice sheet along its border and the shift of the ELA towards the centre of the ice sheet20

depend on the JJA warming amplitude shown in Fig. 6. The highest melt increase
occur at the north of the ice sheet, because of the enhanced warming induced by the
disappearance of the sea ice cover in the Arctic Ocean (Mernild et al., 2010; Franco
et al., 2011). This decrease in the sea ice cover, apart from enhancing the atmospheric
warming, also increases the water evaporation and therefore, explains why most of25

the simulations project a snowfall increase along the eastern margin. A thickening of
the ice sheet is also projected near South-Dome (where the maximum of precipitation
currently occurs). But, according to MARv2CanESM2 (RCP85), if the warming is too high,
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the snowfall increase is weakened because most of the precipitation falls as rainfall in
summer and the mass gained by heavier snowfall is not enough for compensating
the mass loss due to the water run-off increase. Finally, heavier snowfall could also
occur in the north-east of the ice sheet but it is only simulated by MARv2NorESM1−M and
MARv2MIROC5.5

From Fig. 6, we also observe that the JJA TAS increase is not uniformly distributed
over the ice sheet. Indeed, along the ice sheet margins, the current surface temper-
ature (TS) is already close to 0 ◦C in JJA. Since the melting snow/ice TS is limited to
the freezing point, this dampens the TAS increase. Nevertheless, in the north of the ice
sheet and along the eastern coast, the TAS increase over tundra is generally higher10

over the neighbouring ice sheet. It is true that these pixels are the most affected by the
disappearance of the sea ice cover in summer but these areas are currently covered
by snow during a part of summer. With rising temperature, these areas could become
snow free during most of the summer time and therefore a positive albedo feedback
should also occur in these areas. Such effect is not as strong in the south-western tun-15

dra area because this area is already snow free in summer in the present-day climate.

4.3 Seasonal changes

The increase of temperature is not projected to occur uniformly through the year as
shown in Fig. 3b. A first peak should occur in summer (August), likely due to the ampli-
fication of the albedo feedback mechanism, while a second peak is projected to occur20

in winter (January) when the impact of the sea ice decline is the highest over Greenland
according to Deser et al. (2010).

According to our results, the seasonality of the SMB components should not change
a lot in the future (see Fig. 3). The melting season should still be limited to the current
melting season (from May to September), even for extreme scenarios, as the one ob-25

tained in the case of MARv2CanESM2 (RCP85) as shown by Franco et al. (2012b). The
highest water run-off increase will occur in July and August but no considerable run-off
increase is projected in May.
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Due to the rising temperature, most of the simulations indicate a decrease in snow-
fall to the benefit of rainfall, which enhances the melt. These changes are particularly
evident in the ablation zone, where most of the precipitation is projected to occur in
liquid phase during summer at the end of this century. In the current percolation zone,
MAR does not project increase of snowfall in summer and therefore does not project5

a negative albedo feedback due to heavier snowfall (Box et al., 2012; Picard et al.,
2012). In the current dry snow zone, more frequent fresh snow events will increase
surface albedo during summer but this negative albedo feedback is dampened by the
increasing melt for warming exceeding 4 ◦C as explained by Franco et al. (2012b).

Snowfall is only projected to increase during the winter season, delaying the appear-10

ance of multi-year snow or bare ice (with a lower albedo) once the winter snowpack
is completely removed by melting. This explains why no water run-off increase is pro-
jected in May with respect to the current climate while higher TAS are projected in
May.

Finally, it should be noted that the projected snowfall changes are in the same range15

of the snowfall biases over current climate with respect to MARv2ERA−INTERIM (Figs.
3c, d) while the run-off biases over 1980–1999 are negligible with respect to the pro-
jected run-off anomalies (Figs. 3e, f).

5 Sensitivity of the SMB components to rising temperatures

In the previous section, we have highlighted the existence of a large range in the MAR-20

based SMB projections, induced by the different sensitivities of the GCMs for the same
GHG scenario. Hence, it is complicated to compare future projections from the differ-
ent models and scenarios, because they result from different increases in the surface
temperature.

Therefore, we performed in this section an analysis of the sensitivity of the SMB com-25

ponents to temperature anomalies (regardless of when such temperature anomalies
are projected to occur). In addition, with the aim of estimating GrIS SMB changes from
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GCM outputs only, we found the forcing GCM variables that best explain the changes
in the SMB components simulated by the forced RCM. Since the multi-model mean is
often considered by the IPCC as the best estimate of the simulated climate response
to both natural and anthropogenic forcings, it is interesting to evaluate which GCM
presented here is the closest to the CMIP5 ensemble mean.5

5.1 Precipitation

With rising temperatures, a part of the precipitation currently falling in solid phase is
projected to fall in liquid phase. We can see in Fig. 7a that the rainfall amount increases
almost linearly with the GrIS TAS anomaly taken over JJA, when most of the rainfall
events occur. The rainfall increase is similar for all simulations, with an exception of10

RACMO2HadGEM2−ES which simulates a steeper increase. However, it should be noted
that the rainfall increase does not contribute as a mass gain in the SMB equation in first
approximation. Indeed, most of the rainfall events occurs over bare ice areas or liquid
water saturated areas where liquid water runs off in both MAR and RACMO2 models.
That is why, run-off minus rainfall (called meltwater run-off hereafter) will be discussed15

in the next section.
The sensitivity of the snowfall amount to a warmer climate is more simulation depen-

dent than rainfall, although all simulations project a snowfall increase with rising tem-
peratures. Indeed, in a warmer climate, there is more evaporation above the ocean and
the atmosphere can contain more water vapour. This leads to higher moisture transport20

inland and, consequently, heavier precipitation. However, the part of precipitation that
currently falls as snowfall is projected to fall as rainfall with rising temperatures, which
dampens the snowfall increase vs temperature increase. However, it should be men-
tioned that total precipitation (snowfall+ rainfall) increases agree well with the relative
precipitation change estimated to be 5 % K−1 by Gregory and Huybrechts (2006) and25

plotted in black in Fig. 7b. A mean value of 700 GT yr−1 over current climate is used for
plotting the 5 % K−1 relative precipitation change.
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Conversely to rainfall, the snowfall increase is not only driven by the rising temper-
atures. Indeed, to the snowfall increase in response of higher TAS is superposed the
snowfall inter-annual variability (∼ 50–70 GT yr−1 over current climate) which is of the
same order of magnitude as the snowfall increase. Since the snowfall inter-annual vari-
ability is driven by the GCM-based general circulation (Schuenemann and Cassano,5

2010), the RCM-based annual snowfall anomaly can then be estimated using the an-
nual snowfall from the GCM as shown in Fig. S4 in the Supplement. For estimating the
snowfall over GrIS from GCMs, we select the GCM pixels located over the region cov-
ering the Greenland (70◦ W–20◦ W and 60◦ N–85◦ N) and having an altitude of at least
1000 m a.s.l using the orography (variable OROG in the CMIP5 data base) of each10

GCM. Since snowfall (variable PRSN) is given in kg m2 s−1 in the CMIP5 database, we
convert these values in GT yr−1 by using a constant factor 365 ·24 ·3600 ·k, where k
is a parameter fixed to 1.6 to achieve the best comparison of the GCM-based snowfall
versus RCM-based snowfall.

5.2 Meltwater run-off and refreezing15

According to Box et al. (2004) and Fettweis et al. (2008), the GrIS meltwater run-off
variability can be approximated by the JJA GrIS TAS, as confirmed in Fig. 7c. In Fet-
tweis et al. (2008), a linear relationship based on JJA TAS was used for estimating
future meltwater run-off changes, considering that this relationship was only based on
MAR results over current climate. However, for TAS higher than 2–3 ◦C, both MAR and20

RACMO2 results show that the meltwater run-off rate non-linearly increases with rising
JJA TAS as already pointed out by Fettweis et al. (2011c) and therefore, a second order
polynomial equation is needed for better estimating the meltwater run-off increase with
respect to TAS changes. As explained by Franco et al. (2012b), this non-linear meltwa-
ter run-off increase with rising temperatures can be interpreted as the consequence of25

the surface albedo positive feedback mechanism associated with the extension in sum-
mer of bare ice areas (with an albedo ∼ 20% lower than the albedo of melting snow).
This confirms the necessity of taking into account the bare ice zones in the models as
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highlighted by Rae et al. (2012). In addition, contrary to meltwater run-off, meltwater
refreezing slightly increases in a linear fashion with rising JJA TAS (see Fig. 7c). This
is because most of meltwater run-off increase occurs in the ablation zone, where ice
lenses into the snowpack prevent efficient percolation and subsequent refreezing in
the beginning of winter. Therefore, the refreezing capacity of the ice sheet is projected5

to decrease with the bare ice areas extension, which allows a non-linear increase of
meltwater run-off (van Angelen et al., 2012).

Regarding the sensitivity of meltwater run-off to JJA TAS increase, it is function of the
ability of the GCM-forced MAR to successfully represent the current run-off rate simu-
lated by MARv2ERA−INTERIM, since the response of melt is non-linearly dependent from10

rising temperatures. This means that the simulations that overestimate meltwater pro-
duction in the current climate (MARv1ECHAM5, MARv1HadCM3 and RACMO2HadGEM2−ES)
project a larger sensitivity than MARv2BCC−CSM1−1, which is too cold in the current cli-
mate. The other simulations (MARv2CanESM2, MARv2MIROC5, MARv2NorESM1−M), which
better simulate the current melt rate, agree for giving intermediate sensitivities. How-15

ever, the sensitivity is a bit lower for MARv2NorESM1−M because it simulates the high-
est snowfall increase (including in summer) which impacts the melt in summer (Mote,
2003).

Anomaly values instead of absolute values are often used in future projections for
masking biases over current climate. However, Fig. 7c shows that the meltwater run-off20

anomalies vs JJA TAS anomalies are different and depend upon the ability of simulating
the current climate. This is particularly true over Greenland, where the SMB sensitivity
will be different depending on if we are looking at areas above or below the current
0 ◦C isotherm. However, the discrepancies between the meltwater run-off sensitivities
to JJA TAS increase are lower than the projected changes.25

The meltwater run-off anomalies cannot be derived from JJA TAS anomalies over
GrIS from GCMs as from RCMs. Indeed, as shown in Fig. S5 from the Supplement,
JJA TAS anomalies from RCM vs the ones from the forcing GCM are dependent
on the GCM and its physical schemes. Depending on the forcing GCM, the GCM
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underestimates or overestimates the JJA TAS changes simulated by the forced RCM
over GrIS while JJA T600 anomaly from GCM and JJA TAS anomaly from RCM com-
pare well. Such discrepancies in the GCM fields can also be seen by comparing
anomalies from JJA TAS and JJA T600 simulated by GCM in Fig. 4b, c. Indeed, re-
garding the JJA TAS increase over 1980–2011 (Fig. 4c), only CanESM2 reproduces5

the one simulated by ERA-INTERIM but, it is one of the CMIP5 GCMs simulating the
highest JJA TAS increase although it is not the case for JJA T600. Similar discrepancies
can also be seen for MIROC5 (resp. NorESM1) which overestimates (resp. underes-
timates) the JJA T600 CMIP5 multi-model mean and underestimates (overestimates)
the JJA TAS CMIP5 ensemble mean. This shows that the variability of the RCM-based10

TAS does not depend on the GCM-based TAS but well on the GCM-based JJA T600
and that using TAS anomaly coming from GCM for evaluating changes over GrIS could
be questionable with respect to RCMs using a physically based surface scheme well
adapted and validated over GrIS. This highlights the use of RCMs for studying near-
surface changes.15

Therefore, as suggested above and according to Fettweis et al. (2012), the RCM
simulated meltwater run-off anomalies can be estimated using the JJA T600 anomaly
from GCM as shown in Fig. 7d. Temperatures at 600 hPa have been chosen to be
independent of the surface scheme used in the GCMs and because the JJA T600
well explains the melt variability over current climate (as explained earlier). Figure 7c20

and d are similar and the same conclusions regarding the meltwater run-off sensitivity
to JJA GCM-based T600 or JJA RCM-based TAS increase could be made. Notably,
the MARv2-based meltwater run-off sensitivity to a same JJA GCM-based T600 is
almost independent (i.e. with differences lower than 100 GT yr−1) of the GCM used as
forcing for the CanESM2, MIROC5 and NorESM1-M forced MARv2 simulations. Such25

an independence in the used forcing occurs because no change in general circulation
is projected by the GCMs and therefore, these changes are only driven by the warming
of the atmosphere independently of the GCM used as forcing.
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6 Future SMB changes based on CMIP5 multi-model mean

6.1 Estimation of SMB from GCM results only

Boosted by the good comparison RCM vs. GCM in Fig. 7d, we can then approximate
the MAR-based GrIS SMB anomalies from GCM results only using the following equa-
tion:5

∆SMB '∆SF−84.2 ·∆T600JJA

−2.4 · (∆T600JJA)2 −1.6 · (∆T600JJA)3 (1)

where ∆SF is the snowfall anomaly simulated by GCMs over GrIS (see Sect. 5.1)
and where the third order polynomial equation in the GCM-based JJA T600 is plotted10

in black in Fig. 7d. The coefficients of this polynomial equation have been chosen
to best fit the MARv2MIROC5, MARv2CanESM2 and MARv2NorESM1−M results since the
other simulations overestimate or underestimate the meltwater run-off anomalies with
respect to current climate.

The ability of approximating the RCM-based GrIS SMB using Eq. (1) is shown in15

Fig. 7e. The RMSE between the GCM-derived SMB and the MARv2-simulated one
for the three reference future projections is 87 (resp. 35) GT yr−1 while the correlation
coefficient is 0.89 (resp. 0.98) without (resp. after) applying a 10 yr running mean to
the time series. Such agreement gives us some confidence in our GCM-based SMB
estimates using Eq. (1). More detailed statistics for the three reference simulations20

(MARv2MIROC5, MARv2CanESM2 and MARv2NorESM1−M) can be found in Table S2 in the
Supplement. Finally, it should be mentioned that Eq. (1) can only be used to estimate
SMB anomalies at the scale of the whole ice sheet and does not work for estimating
SMB anomalies at finer spatial scales.
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7 Discussion

Although the responses of the MARv2-based meltwater run-off to CanESM2, MIROC5
and NorESM1-M based JJA T600 anomalies is almost identical, these three GCMs
project such JJA T600 anomalies at different times. Therefore, we cannot confidently
conclude what are the more likely SMB changes for a certain RCP scenario at the end5

of this century because the differences in the projected SMB can be twice as high.
This shows that the main uncertainty in these future projections is related to the GCMs
sensitivity to a GHG increase. That is why, since forcing MAR with all CMIP5 GCMs is
too time-expensive in computer, it is useful to evaluate what could project MAR if it is
forced by other GCMs from the CMIP5 database with the help of Eq. (1). We obviously10

need to assume that the MAR-based SMB sensitivity to GCM-based anomalies is the
same than if MAR is forced by CanESM2, MIROC5 and NorESM1-M. Equation (1)
allows also to estimate which of our simulations is the closest to the CMIP5 ensemble
mean (noted 30ENSCMIP5 hereafter) often considered by the IPCC as the most likely
future.15

According to Fig. 8, the increase of snowfall that is projected by MARv2MIROC5
(resp. MARv2CanESM2 and MARv2NorESM1−M) are below (resp. above) ENSCMIP5. Re-
garding the projected SMB decreases, MARv2MIROC5 is the closest to 30ENSCMIP5
while MARv2CanESM2 (resp. MARv2NorESM1−M) overestimates (resp. underestimates)
the SMB changes projected by 30ENSCMIP5. Therefore, notably for the aim of forcing20

ice sheet models in the framework of the ICE2SEA project, MARv2MIROC5 seems to be
the best since it compares very well over 1980–1999 with MARv2ERA−INTERIM and its
future projections are close to the CMIP5 multi-model mean.

In 2100, 30ENSCMIP5 projects a sea level rise due to changes in GrIS SMB to be
∼ +4.3±2.2 cm and ∼ +8.9±4.2 cm for RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 experiment, respectively.25

These projections are in the range of previous estimates (IPCC, 2007).
If we use a SMB anomaly < −400 GT yr−1 as threshold for having a negative

SMB (since the SMB over 1980–1999 is simulated by MAR and RACMO2 to be
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∼ 400 GT yr−1), 30ENSCMIP5 suggests that such SMB rates are projected to occur be-
yond this century according to RCP45 but should occur around 2070 according to the
RCP85 scenario. As shown in Fig. 7f, the GrIS SMB anomalies simulated by MARv2
can also be approximated by

∆SMB ' −71.5 ·∆TASglobal5

−20.4 · (∆TASglobal)
2 −2.8 · (∆TASglobal)

3 (2)

where TAS (TASglobal) is the annual global TAS anomaly (Eq. 2 is plotted in black in
Fig. 7f). This means that a global TAS anomaly of ∼ +3 ◦C is needed for having a SMB
anomaly < −400 GT yr−1 (see also Fig. S6 in the Supplement). By comparison with10

Eq. (1) based SMB estimations, the RMSE between the global TAS derived SMB and
the MARv2-simulated one for the three reference future projections is 137 (resp. 60)
GT yr−1 while the correlation coefficient is 0.67 (resp. 0.90) without (resp. after) apply-
ing a 10 yr running mean to the time series.

In addition to the uncertainties linked to the models/scenarios, it should be noted that15

these SMB projections do not take into account changes in ice dynamics and surface
topography as described in Gregory and Huybrechts (2006). Since the GrIS topogra-
phy is fixed during our simulations, we neglect the melt/elevation feedback, which could
accelerate the melt increase (Helsen et al., 2012). Indeed, prolonged thinning of the
ablation zone (as shown in Fig. 9) causes an additional warming for these areas, which20

should be lower in altitude if the topography could evolve during the simulation. There-
fore, our projections are conservative and likely underestimate the GrIS SMB changes.

8 Conclusions

Future projections of the Greenland ice sheet SMB were carried out for the period
2006–2100 for the scenarios RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 with the regional climate model25

MAR forced by the outputs of three GCMs from the CMIP5 database. The GCMs
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have been chosen for their ability to simulate the current climate (general circulation
at 500 hPa and JJA temperature at 700 hPa) over Greenland with respect to the ERA-
INTERIM reanalysis. Most of the differences between MAR forced by ERA-INTERIM
(which we consider here as the best representation of the current SMB) and forced
by CMIP5 GCMs over 1980–1999 are below the discrepancies between MAR forced5

by ERA-40 and by ERA-INTERIM. Therefore, we can consider MAR forced by these
three CMIP5 models (CanESM2, MIROC5 and NorESM1-M) successfully simulates
the current SMB over GrIS. However, all simulations fail to model the 2000’s substan-
tial decrease of SMB, which might be related to large-scale circulation anomalies rather
than a long term change.10

In terms of future projections, MAR simulates a substantial decrease of the SMB
along the ice sheet margins due to increasing melt and a relatively smaller SMB in-
crease in the interior of the ice sheet due to heavier snowfall. At the scale of the whole
ice sheet, the increase of precipitation does not compensate the increase of run-off
and MAR simulates a mean surface mass loss of about ∼ 200–400 (resp. ∼ 600–15

1200) GT yr−1 over 2080–2099 for the RCP 4.5 (resp. RCP 8.5) scenario with respect
to the current climate (1980–1999). The large range in this MAR-based future projec-
tions is due to the sensitivity of the used GCMs to a same GHG forcing. This indicates
that the main uncertainty in our study comes from the GCMs and, RCMs with realistic
melt physics and high horizontal resolution remain vital for assessing current climate20

and SMB and future changes.
However, we can highlight in these future projections that:

1. Heavier winter accumulation dampens the melt increase at the end of spring
which explains why no significant increase of the melting season length is pro-
jected.25

2. Surface melt increases non-linearly with warmer climates because of the expan-
sion of bare ice zones in summer, which decreases the ice sheet meltwater re-
freezing capacity and enhances the positive melt/surface albedo feedback. In
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addition, since most of the precipitation should fall as rainfall instead of snow-
fall in summer, this contributes to accelerate the melt. Finally, meltwater run-off
sensitivity to warmer climates depends on the GCM ability to simulate the current
climate and notably the summer atmospheric temperatures. Indeed, if the GCM is
too warm over current climate, the impact of a warmer climate is amplified since5

the response of melt to rising temperatures is not linear due to the positive albedo
feedback. This indicates that it is important to well simulate the current climate
before making future projections.

3. The SMB decrease simulated by MAR can be estimated using snowfall and JJA
600 hPa temperature anomalies from the forcing GCMs since no GCM projects10

general circulation changes.

The GCM-based SMB estimates considered here were used to estimate the eustatic
sea level rise from the CMIP5 multi-model mean (30 GCMs were used). For RCP4.5
(resp. RCP8.5), the ensemble mean projects a cumulated sea level rise of about ∼
+4±2 cm (resp. ∼ +9±4). It is important to note that these projections of sea level rise15

from Greenland ice sheet mass loss do not take into account changes in ice dynamics
and in surface topography which could amplify the deglaciation of Greenland due to
the positive melt/elevation feedback. Our projections are assumed to be conservative
and likely underestimate the SMB decreases.

At the end of this century, according to the RCP8.5 scenario, cumulated anomalies20

of surface height due to SMB decrease could reach 100–200 m in some areas along
the ice sheet margin, emphasizing the necessity of taking into account changes in
topography. That is why, it is needed to couple RCMs like MAR and RACMO2 with
an ice sheet model to evaluate the feedbacks between surface thinning ice sheet area
decline and changes to the SMB (Helsen et al., 2012). Moreover, this coupling will allow25

to evaluate changes in total Greenland ice sheet mass balance and so to evaluate the
sea level rise coming from all changes of mass of the ice sheet.
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Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.the-cryosphere-discuss.net/6/3101/2012/tcd-6-3101-2012-supplement.
pdf.
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Table 1. Summary of the different forcings and scenarios used in the MAR simulations.

Boundaries RCM forcing Institutes, Country Period Scenario

ERA-40 reanalysis ECMWF, UK 1957–2001
ERA-INTERIM reanalysis ECMWF, UK 1979–2011
BCC-CSM1-1 (CMIP5) Beijing Climate Center, China 1975–1999 Historical
BCC-CSM1-1 (CMIP5) Beijing Climate Center, China 2075–2099 RCP85
CanESM2 (CMIP5) Canadian Centre for Climate 1965–2005 Historical

Modelling and Analysis, Canada
CanESM2 (CMIP5) Canadian Centre for Climate 2006–2100 RCP45 and RCP85

Modelling and Analysis, Canada
ECHAM5 (ICE2SEA) Max Planck Institute for 1980–1999 SRES 20C3M

Meteorology, Germany
ECHAM5 (ICE2SEA) Max Planck Institute for 2000–2099 SRES A1B

Meteorology, Germany
HadCM3 (ICE2SEA) Met Office Hadley Centre, UK 1980–1999 SRES 20C3M
HadCM3 (ICE2SEA) Met Office Hadley Centre, UK 2000–2099 SRES A1B
MIROC5 (CMIP5) The University of Tokyo, Japan 1965–2005 Historical
MIROC5 (CMIP5) The University of Tokyo, Japan 2006–2100 RCP45 and RCP85
NorESM1-M (CMIP5) Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway 1965–2005 Historical
NorESM1-M (CMIP5) Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway 2006–2100 RCP26, RCP45,

RCP60 and RCP85
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Table 2. Average and standard deviation of the annual surface mass balance components
simulated by MAR and RACMO2 over 1980–1999. Units are GT yr−1 and acronym of each
simulation (RCMforcings) is given in the first column. The surface mass balance (SMB) equation
is here SMB = snowfall + rainfall − run-off − water fluxes. The run-off is the part of not re-
frozen water from both surface melt and rainfall reaching the ocean. Finally, the blowing snow
sublimation is (resp. not) taken into account in the RACMO2 (resp. MAR) simulations.

Simulation acronym SMB Snowfall Rainfall Run-off Water Meltwater
fluxes

MARv2ERA−INTERIM 388±103 637±55 25±4 266±66 8±2 449±91

MARv1ERA−40 423±104 635±55 25±4 232±66 5±1 409±95
MARv2ERA−40 447±106 673±57 28±5 247±68 7±1 429±96

MARv2BCC−CSM1−1 433±92 585±70 19±7 161±49 9±2 293±66
MARv2CanESM2 410±102 635±51 37±9 257±84 5±2 414±112
MARv2MIROC5 437±107 681±65 26±6 266±79 5±2 445±99
MARv2NorESM1−M 483±71 691±58 28±4 230±42 6±1 401±62

MARv1ECHAM5 207±88 501±34 24±7 314±80 4±2 488±110
MARv1HadCM3 114±103 488±49 30±10 397±95 7±2 590±122

RACMO2ERA−40 406±98 683±60 46±9 282±62 41±4 476±91
RACMO2HadGEM2−ES 244±110 660±93 54±16 429±98 42±4 657±131
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Table 3. Anomalies of SMB, snowfall, meltwater run-off (i.e. water run-off minus rainfall) in
2080–2099 with respect to 1980–1999 as well as the cumulated sea level rise (SLR) in 2100
resulting from SMB anomalies over 2000–2100 simulated by the RCMs as well as by the CMIP5
GCMs using Eq. (1).

Simulation acronym SMB Snowfall Meltwater SLR in
(GT yr−1) run-off 2100 (cm)

MARv2NorESM1−M (RCP26) −124±100 +66±49 +192±76 2.2

MARv2CanESM2 (RCP45) −351±140 +92±59 +448±110 6.8
MARv2MIROC5 (RCP45) −240±159 +18±66 +283±113 4.2
MARv2NorESM1−M (RCP45) −160±113 +81±69 +243±89 2.7
RACMO2HadGEM2−ES (RCP45) −476±184 +122±57 +686±181 7.6
CanESM2 (RCP45) −325±118 +109±60 +434±103 5.9
MIROC5 (RCP45) −275±88 +16±60 +291±60 4.8
NorESM1-M (RCP45) −169±64 +89±67 +259±66 2.5
Ensemble mean (RCP45) −242±126 +56±38 +298±138 4.4±2.2

MARv1ECHAM5 (A1B) −506±149 +52±81 +576±143 7.4
MARv1HadCM3 (A1B) −589±191 +81±51 +676±183 9.8
MARv2NorESM1−M (RCP60) −229±120 +105±66 +338±81 2.7

MARv2BCC−CSM1−1 (RCP85) −324±224 +196±66 +592±194 −
MARv2CanESM2 (RCP85) −1014±251 +129±62 +1158±241 13.1
MARv2MIROC5 (RCP85) −742±217 +68±54 +821±202 8.8
MARv2NorESM1−M (RCP85) −436±199 +155±84 +599±170 4.6
CanESM2 (RCP85) −1019±220 +133±46 +1152±212 12.4
MIROC5 (RCP85) −803±175 +61±46 +864±164 9.4
NorESM1-M (RCP85) −480±170 +136±72 +616±160 5.3
Ensemble mean (RCP85) −723±356 +94±42 +817±352 8.9±4.2
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Fig. 1. Mean anomalies over 1980–1999 of the annual SMB, snowfall and water run-off
with respect to the ERA-INTERIM-forced MARv2 simulation for the MAR simulations listed
in Table 2. Units are mm WE yr−1. The areas where the anomalies are two times above the
1980–1999 standard deviation of MARv2ERA−INTERIM are hatched in dark grey. The ELA from
MARv2ERA−INTERIM is plotted in red. Finally, the same comparison with respect to MARv2ERA−40
over 1970–1999 is available in the Supplement as Fig. S2.
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Fig. 2. (Left) Mean anomalies of the JJA 700 hPa Temperature simulated by the different GCMs
used in this study with respect to ERA-INTERIM over 1980–1999. The JJA mean wind vectors
(not anomalies) at 700 hPa are also plotted and the mean temperature bias is listed in nor-
malised value. Finally, the boundaries of the MAR integration domain are plotted in green and
the areas where the anomalies are two times above the 1980–1999 standard deviation of ERA-
INTERIM are hatched in dark grey. (Right) Same as (left) but for the annual mean wind speed
at 500 hPa. Again, the annual mean wind vectors at 500 hPa are also plotted.
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Fig. 3. (a) Monthly anomalies of the GrIS TAS (in ◦C) simulated by MAR forced by the differ-
ent listed GCMs with respect to MARv2ERA−INTERIM over 1980–1999. The error bars show the
standard deviation of the MARv2ERA−INTERIM simulation over 1980–1999. (b) Same as (a) for
the GrIS TAS anomalies over 2080–2099 with respect to MAR forced by the same GCM over
1980–1999. (c) Same as (a) but for the GrIS monthly cumulated snowfall in GT/month. (d)
Same as (b) but for the snowfall. (e) Same as (a) but for the GrIS monthly cumulated water
run-off in GT/month. (f) Same as (b) but for the water run-off. Finally, a 3-month running mean
is applied on each time series for smoothing the curves except in Fig. 3f.
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Fig. 4. (a) Anomaly of JJA temperature at 600 hPa (T600) simulated by the reanalyses and
the CMIP5 GCMs with respect to 1980–1999 over Greenland for the RCP 4.5 scenario. The
anomaly of T600 is taken over an area covering Greenland (70◦ W≤ longitude≤20◦ W and
60◦ N≤ latitude≤85◦ N). The ensemble mean as well as the standard deviation of the 30 CMIP5
GCMs are plotted in dark black and in light grey, respectively. Finally, the projections from GCMs
used in this study are drawn in colour and a 10-yr running mean is applied for smoothing the
curves. (b) Same as (a) but for RCP 8.5. (c) Same as (b) but for JJA TAS over GrIS. In lack
of an ice sheet mask in the GCMs, the pixels located in the area described above and at
an altitude higher than 1000 meters a.s.l are used for computing the JJA TAS over GrIS. The
topography (OROG) of each model is used for selecting the pixels higher than 1000 m a.s.l. (d)
Same as (b) but for a proxy of the JJA NAO index. The NAO index is here estimated as the
standardized (over 1980–1999) difference of the JJA air pressure at sea level (PSL) between
the Azores (27◦ W, 39◦ N) and the Iceland (22◦ W, 64◦ N). The ”real” JJA NAO index from the
Climate Prediction Center (CPC) (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/) is plotted in light green as
a comparison. It is also normalised over 1980–1999.
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Fig. 5. (a) Time series of the annual total ice sheet SMB (in GT yr−1) simulated by MAR and
RACMO2 forced by the listed GCMs over 1980–1999. (b) Same as (a) but for the SMB anomaly
with respect to 1980–1999. (c) Same as (b) but for the snowfall. (d) Same as (b) but for the
rainfall. (e) Same as (b) but for the JJA near-surface temperature averaged over the GrIS. (f)
The corresponding cumulated sea level rise (in cm) from SMB changes. The computations use
an ocean area of 361 million km2.
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Fig. 6. Anomalies of the mean annual SMB over 2080–2099 with respect to 1980–1999. Units
are mmWEyr−1. Finally, the ELA over 1980–1999 (resp. 2080–2099) is plotted in mauve (resp.
green).
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Fig. 7. (a) Anomalies of the annual total GrIS rainfall (in GT yr−1) versus the JJA GrIS TAS
anomaly (in ◦C) simulated by the RCMs over 1980–2100. The anomalies are given with respect
to 1980–1999 and a 10-yr running mean has been applied to the time series before making
the scatter plot. (b) Same as (a) but for annual total snowfall vs annual GrIS TAS. (c) Same
as (a) but for annual total meltwater run-off vs JJA GrIS TAS. (d) Same as (a) for annual total
meltwater run-off vs the JJAS (from June to September) temperature anomaly from GCM taken
at 600 hPa over the area (70◦ W≤ longitude≤20◦ W and 60◦ N≤ latitude≤85◦ N). (e) Same as
(a) but for the annual total SMB from RCMs vs the estimated one from GCMs using Eq. (1). (f)
Same as (a) but for the annual total SMB from RCMs vs the annual global TAS from GCMs.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 4 but for the GrIS snowfall and SMB anomaly in GT yr−1 according to
Eq. (1) as well as the corresponding sea level rise in cm. The dashed coloured lines plot the
time series from MARv2 forced by the corresponding GCMs.
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Fig. 9. Cumulated surface height anomaly (in m) from 2000 to 2100 simulated by MARv2CanESM2
(RCP85). The anomalies are computed with respect to 1980–1999.
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